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Abstract
In this paper, we present a technique for estimating the gain, bandwidth, power and area of analog
integrated circuits. A two-step approach is adopted
to speed up the estimation process and handle larger
analog systems. In the rst step, the performance
of basic analog components is estimated using a
knowledge-based approach. Then, component models are generated with the estimates produced at this
phase. In the second phase, we use a symbolic analysis methodology to evaluate the performance at the
system level. The system net-list is represented by a
signal ow graph (SFG) using the component models
generated at the previous phase. The SFG approach
allows to handle feedback loops at the system level.

1 Introduction
The analog synthesis process consists of two phases:
topology selection and circuit sizing [1]. During
the topology selection process, a net-list of components selected from a pre-de ned library is generated. The generated topology should meet the
speci cation requirements and possibly meet the system constraints. The circuit sizing phase evaluates
the operating points and produces physical dimensions of all active devices such that the system constraints are met. Both phases, the topology generation and the circuit sizing, should be aware of the
functionality and behavior of the components to be
selected and sized. Typically, this knowledge is obtained from the experience of the analog designer,
and through the use of circuit simulators.
In the development of a computer aided tool for synthesis of analog systems, the knowledge has to be
embedded in a performance estimator. As the estimator is usually embedded in a searching engine, it
is required to be fast and accurate. Having a performance estimator with high level of accuracy helps
synthesis tools to make better choices at early stages
of the design process. A fast estimator permits to

explore a bigger solution space in reasonable time,
and it speeds up the convergence.
Feedback techniques [2] are very useful to improve
the performance of analog circuits. In general, feedback alleviates the non-ideal characteristics of analog
circuits. However, this technique can mask the effects of the low-level performance parameters at the
system level, preventing searching engines to correctly allocate constraints. Therefore, a synthesis
tool requires estimates at the system level as well
as estimates of individual components without feedback.
In this paper, we present a methodology to estimate
gain, bandwidth, power and silicon area of analog
integrated circuits at the system level allowing feedback loops. A two-level approach allows us to estimate the performance of low level components and
system level with feedback. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation and
related work. Section 3 describes our methodology.
In section 4, we present results to show the accuracy
and speed of the estimator. Finally, the conclusions
are presented in section 5.

2 Motivation and Related Work
Two di erent techniques have been developed
to evaluate the performance of analog circuits
by academy and industry: knowledge-based and
optimization-based [3]. The knowledge-based approach encodes the circuit behavior in memory,
while the optimization-based obtains the behavior
via simulation. The optimization-based methodologies (e.g. SPICE[4], AWE[5]) provide performance
parameters at the system level, and they have the
advantage of being applicable to all classes of circuits. However, they do not provide information of
how each element a ects the overall performance of
the system, and they are computational expensive.
On the other hand, the knowledge-based approaches
are faster and provide more insight into the circuit.

procedure TwoLevelEstimator

Modules ;;
Models ;;
NetList read(Circuit);
for each component in NetList do
Modules Modules [ component;
end for;
while Modules != ; do
component GetComponent(Modules);
Modules Modules n component;
CompPerf APE(component);
Models Models [ CreateModel(CompPerf);
end while;
NewNetList ReplaceWithModels(NetList,Models);
SystemPerformance := EstimateSFG(NewNetList);
return SystemPerformance;

end procedure

Figure 1: Two Level Performance Estimator
But, they require the e ort of analog designers to encode the performance equations, which limit them to
a small subset of analog components.
Symbolic analysis [6, 7] techniques can be used to automatically produce analytic expressions of electrical systems. Tree enumeration [8], signal- ow graph
[9], numerical interpolation [10] and parameter extraction methods [11] are some of the most general techniques that have been developed to produce
symbolic expressions. Each methodology has advantages and disadvantages; but, in general, they have
the drawback of exponential increase in their execution time and memory requirements as the number
of nodes increases.
The methodology presented in this paper combines
the fast evaluation technique of the knowledge-based
approach and the automated characteristics of symbolic analysis.

3 Methodology
The methodology presented in this paper is structured in two levels. The rst level uses a knowledgebased approach to estimate the performance of transistors, basic analog circuits (current mirror, di erential ampli er, gain stage, etc.), operational ampliers and components from an analog library. The
second phase uses a symbolic analysis approach
which transforms the system level net-list into a signal ow graph.
Figure 1 depicts the algorithm of the two level estimator. Two sets are used to carry the analog components information: Modules and Models. The Modules set contains all the basic analog components
used in the system net-list. Each module is estimated using APE, a tool described in section 3.1.
Using these estimates, the Models set is generated.
Each model is built using RC circuits and controlled

sources, and it carries the individual performance
parameters (area, power, etc.). Figure 2 shows a
model of an operational ampli er generated after being estimated by APE. Then, NewNetList is created
substituting the components in the original circuit
by the respective models. Finally, the signal ow
graph representation is constructed and estimated
using a symbolic analysis method which is described
in section 3.2.

3.1 Analog Performance Estimator

For the rst level in the structure, we use an Analog
Performance Estimator (APE) [12] developed at the
University of Cincinnati, which is itself structured
hierarchically. APE can estimate the performance of
analog circuits for a given topology and fabrication
process parameters. The estimation is performed
in a bottom up fashion from the transistor level up
to the component level. At each level in the hierarchy, the current design parameters are obtained from
the parent and are further decomposed into the parameters for the sub-components. The estimation at
di erent levels in the APE is described in the next
paragraphs.

 CMOS transistor level : is the lowest level

in the hierarchy of APE. The transistor is sized
based on its DC operating point and the fabrication process parameters. In a CMOS transistor level, the parameters specify the electrical
and process characteristics of the devices. Using these parameters and the transistor SPICE
models, the large signal and small signal models
of a CMOS transistor, capacitor and diode can
be evaluated.
 Basic Circuit Level : The elements in this
level include DC-bias voltages, current sources,
gain ampli ers, output bu ers, di erential ampli ers, and di erential-single ended converters.
This level contains several topologies for each
component, e.g. a current source can be implemented as a Cascode or a Wilson topology.
APE contains a set of symbolic equations which
relate the performance of the components to
the circuit topology. The small signal characteristics of the transistors and the symbolic
equations of the circuit are used to estimate
the performance parameters of this circuit. For
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Figure 2: Operational Ampli er Model

instance, the typical performance parameters
estimated for a di erential ampli er are Adm ,
CMRR, gate area, UGF, Zout, DC power and
slew rate.
 Operational Ampli ers : This level consists
of topologies of operational ampli ers. Each
stage in the operational ampli er is composed
of basic circuit elements. The performance of
the operational ampli er is evaluated using the
attributes of these basic circuit elements. For
example, the UGF of the op-amp is computed
as a function of gain and UGF of the di erential
ampli er and the gain stage, and the compensator capacitor.
 Analog Module Level : This library of
analog modules forms the fourth level in the
APE. Each of the modules are built using the
operational ampli ers, elements from the basic circuit level, transistors, resistors and capacitors. This level consists of elements like
inverting/non-inverting ampli ers, integrators,
adders, sample-and-hold circuits, A-D, D-A
converters, etc. The performance of these components is estimated using the operational ampli er attributes and the equations relating the
ideal behavior of the component with the nonideal characteristics of the operational ampli er.
Through several examples, APE has been proven to
be fast and accurate. Components at the analog
module level are estimated in tenths of seconds with
maximum estimation error of 10% when compared
with SPICE. This makes APE suitable for use within
our system level estimator.
As APE encodes the analog expressions in memory,
it is very ecient for estimating pre-de ned analog
components. However, it is not feasible to cover all
kinds of analog components by APE. Therefore, we
are limiting APE to basic analog components up to
the level of operational ampli ers.

3.2 Signal-Flow Graph Estimator

The second level in the structure uses a symbolic
analysis based on the signal- ow graph method. The
signal- ow graph method, introduced by Mason in
[9], was initially developed for the study of control
systems; then it was extended to analyze electrical
systems. The method consists in representing a system of di erential algebraic equations as a SFG and
evaluating the Mason's formula.
Applying the SFG method to general circuits has
been proven to be inecient for medium to large
circuits. It requires to enumerate all directed paths
and directed loops in the signal- ow graph, which
both are NP-complete problems [13]. If the methodology is applied to a at net-list, where the bottom

procedure EstimateSFG(NetList)
ControlledSources GetSources(NetList);
NetList RemoveControlledSources(NetList);
tree GenerateTree(NetList);
cotree GenerateCotree(NetList);
VCotree ApplyKVL(tree);
ITree ApplyKCL(cotree);
for each branch in tree do
VBrch branchImp * ITree[branch];
end for;
for each branch in cotree do
IBrch branchAdm * VCotree[branch];
end for;
SFG crSFG(tree,cotree,VCotree,ITree,IBrch,VBrch);
SFG SFG + ControlledSources;
Num := 0;
for each path in SFG do
for each loop in path do
Num := Num + path * loop;
end for;
end for;
Den := 1;
sign := -1;
for each n-loop in SFG do
Den := Den + sign*n-loop;
sign := -sign;
end for;
estimate := Num / Den;
return estimate;

end procedure

Figure 3: Signal- ow graph Estimator Algorithm
level elements are included (increasing the sizes of
the ow graph), it becomes impractical for medium
to large systems. Therefore, we substitute analog
components (elements without feedback) by models
generated by APE. In this manner, we can reduce
the complexity of the signal- ow graph estimator.
Figure 3 depicts the algorithm which performs the
estimation at the signal- ow graph level. The rst
step is to generate the signal- ow graph from the input net-list. A SFG is a weighted directed graph representing a system of simultaneous linear equations.
The SFG is constructed from the Kircho voltage
law (KVL), Kircho current law (KCL) and the
branch voltage-current relationship (BVCR); therefore, it is considered a topological method. The netlist is divided into a tree and a cotree, such that
the tree contains all nodes of the net-list without
loops, and the cotree contains the complement of
the tree. A tree-listing algorithm is used to enumerate the possible trees (cotrees) [14]. Using KCL
and KVL, all the relationships between the tree and
the cotree are evaluated, such that every node in
the tree is expressed in terms of the cotree nodes,
and every node in the cotree is expressed in terms
of the tree nodes. Using the BVCR relationships
each impedance and each admittance of the net-list
are expressed in terms of the tree and cotree nodes.
Once that the SFG is generated, the Mason formula

ckt
OpAmp
InvAmp
Integrator
Filter

Area
220802
27132
2190002
6597132

Estimates
Power
UGF
0.33mW 889.8Khz
0.89mW 88.98Khz
3.4mW 15.92kHz
11.09mW
966hz

Adm
1029.2
10.0
1000
1.0

Area
220802
27132
2190002
6597132

Simulation
Power
UGF
0.3mW 815.2Khz
1.03mW 79.4Khz
3.3mW
15.8Khz
10.93mW
977hz

Table 1: Estimates vs. simulation results

Adm
942.3
10.06
941.2
0.93

can be applied to estimate the transfer function:

feedback. The extension was based on using a
symbolic
analysis technique, a Signal-Flow Graph
P Pk k
X
j
method.
The
SFG methodology helped us to autoTjs = X = 
mate and estimate generic analog systems with feeds
back. The extension is being implemented to be part
 = 1 ? (sum of all loop weights)
of a high level synthesis tool of analog systems.
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